Spring has already arrived! How are you doing, everyone? This issue is the Tsurumai-edition of our news to celebrate the 1st anniversary of the opening of the Tsurumai-section of Harassment Consulting Center.

In 2011 fiscal year, Details of harassment type consulted in the Tsurumai-section are shown in the circle graph below. Have you experienced, seen, or heard any problem that you feel “Is this harassment?” around you? Please do not hesitate to contact us, even if you think that it is not so a serious problem.

【Tsurumai section】
※counting of April 2011～March 2012
※[the other] is troubles of human relations

[Have you experienced, seen, or heard such words or actions as listed in the following? The following may be considered as harassment.]
1. Your boss often asks you to help his/her private affairs.
2. Someone in your office often yells at people around him/her, which makes the office atmosphere worse.
3. You are not allowed to use machines/equipments for experiment and research without rational reasons or explanation by your boss.
4. You are forced to work at low-level jobs which are not at all related to your talent/specialty/experience and without business rationality.
5. Someone talks to the people around him/her about personal data or rumor which he/she learned

Nagoya University Harassment Consultation Center

Place : Tsurumai Campus The old west ward 452
Date and Time : Tuesday (Holiday is excluded.) 9:00～17:00
Tel:052-744-2827
Email: h-help@post.jimu.nagoya-u.ac.jp (both Higashiyama & Tsurumai)

Higashiyama section

Place : Higashiyama Campus Department of Engineering, Building 7,2F
Date and Time : Mon～Fri(excluding holidays) 9:00～17:00
Tel: 052-789-5806   FAX: 052-789-5968